millnet

Allowing you to monitor and manage progress
in a clear and intuitive environment
At Miller Graphics we understand the
world is changing faster than ever and
this will impact consumer behaviour and
expectations. Technological advances
and constantly shifting market conditions
present real challenges as well as
opportunities for our customers and
partners. millnet’s robust and streamlined
workflow management tools make it easier
for your business to meet these challenges
head on. By helping to bring complex and chaotic processes under control, by increasing
collaboration, transparency and accountability between stakeholders, by improving
productivity, quality, efficiency, time and consistency. millnet can easily be connected to
your existing PIM, DAM or ERP system and by reducing the time and costs involved in bringing
products to market.
millnet is suite of modular yet
integrated web services that can
Millnet
be implemented in full or in part.
A key strength of millnet is its
configurability, with advice and
support we’ll help you to quickly
implement the features and
functions that bring the greatest
value to your processes, creating a
bespoke solution for the unique needs of your business. At Miller
Graphics we understand that ‘one size’ does not ‘fit all’ and the
user experience can be entirely customised to provide the most
streamlined and secure experience.
Project & process management
millnet allows you to manage projects and workflows with ease.
From entire ranges to individual tasks for a single product, from
new product development projects to single SKU modifications,
create briefs online and manage your activities with a set of
sophisticated, yet simple to use interfaces. Assign tasks and
workflows across multiple stakeholders, monitor and manage
progress in a clear and intuitive environment. Making sure you
never miss a deadline!

Data & deliverables management
Data is one of your most valuable assets! Collect and validate
data, components and deliverables in a single online archive with
process driven workflows connected to your system. millnet allows
you to record, validate, and maintain key data such as product
information and pack copy and then extract every last ounce of
value from it:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use your data to create intelligent packaging artwork
Transform your packaging equity into exciting 3D models
and animations
Repurpose your data for use in all your marketing channels
Share validated data and components with stakeholders and
partners
Manage changes in a secure and synchronised way across all
your assets
Manage project and SKU components with a user-friendly
file management system

Collaborative online approval
A sophisticated online approval tool is a prerequisite for any
system dealing with packaging artwork. millnet takes this a step
further by dynamically creating approval cycles based on rules you

Extensive file processing
At Miller Graphics we are experts at dealing with graphical files
and we have extensive resources for interrogating and processing
files for a range of purposes. Take advantage of our resources and
expertise by using our online services for file processing. Some
examples of this are:
•
•
•

Upload a design file and receive back an automated
pre-flight report
Upload a print ready file and let millnet create separations
and then distribute them for approval
Upload a repro file, let the system process the file and
then transfer it on to the plate making department

Collaboration using chats
The inbuilt messaging tools in millnet allow you to collaborate
in a more informal way. Share ideas freely in open or private
conversations. millnet allows you to have the freedom of free
discussion in a familiar messaging interface whilst keeping track of
the decision-making process. Discussions can be closed off with
a formal ‘instruction’, and the history of the entire discussion is
maintained.
Connecting you wherever you are
We understand that many of our customers and partners have
existing systems of their own that already add value to their
processes. To save cost, time and effort for customers and
partners and to reduce the risk of errors or duplication in the
process, we offer a range of integration services including:
•
•
•

Import and export of job and / or product data
Multiple formats (XML, JDF, csv, Excel, etc.)
Automate system to system or via email person to
person or mixed

All this means that you are able to take advantage of the
features in millnet without increasing your administrative
burden and adding the risks associated with duplicate data
entry.

KPIs & reporting.
millnet records vast amounts of data, providing possible metrics
for every type of activity in the system. We will work with you
to create a set of KPIs and reports that will allow you to drive
improvement through your entire supply chain. millnet gives you
24/7 access to your data.

• millnet is used by all our sites in every region
• Fully configurable for your teams needs
• Full transparency, you know exactly what to do and
when to do it
• Create specific workflows e.g. design, NPD and
project manage these
• Drive automation and deliver on quality
• Allows you to create tailor-made reports 24/7

The potential
for configuring
approval in millnet
is almost limitless

“

millnet, your powerful,
tailor-made project &
workflow management tool

specify, reducing the workload for Project Managers and ensuring
the correct stakeholders and individuals are always involved,
thereby reducing the risk of errors. From simple single person
file validations to complex multi-stakeholder, multi-departmental
approval cycles with concurrent or consecutive approval routines,
the potential for configuring approval in millnet is almost limitless.
Use millnet to launch approval cycles on files you supply directly
through the system using your PIM, DAM or ERP system. millnet
uses industry leading online viewing tools for inspecting graphics
files. All responses, comments and annotations are stored and
fully traceable.
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